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ResourcesWhat is Urban Heat?

What are 

NASA Earth 

Observations?
Urban heat can affect us in many ways, 

such as increasing:

Dark surfaces like 
concrete and brick 
absorb and retain 
heat from the sun

Little space between 
buildings can create 

heat canyons that trap 
this heat, forming 
"islands" that are 

warmer than rural or 
suburban areas

But trees can help!

Trees provide shade to 
keep us and the ground 
cool, as well as cooling 
through water loss, or 

evapotranspiration

Increasing the 
urban canopy 
can lower city 
temperatures

Satellites circulating Earth take 
measurements and images, which 

allow us to gather information 
about our planet. These NASA 
datasets are free and publicly 

available!
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Part of NASA’s Applied Sciences Program, 

DEVELOP conducts feasibility studies that 

bridge the gap between Earth science information 

and society. DEVELOP works with communities 

and organizations to address environmental and 

policy concerns through 10-week projects that 

help both participants and partners learn more 

about using geospatial information. 

Interested?
Apply to participate at one of the DEVELOP 

locations. For more information on eligibility and 

a full list of locations, visit us online at 

https://appliedsciences.nasa.gov/

nasadevelop/apply.
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What NASA DEVELOP 

discovered about 

Albuquerque’s Urban Heat:

What can you do next?

The EPA projects that by 2040 
Albuquerque will see 4x the 

current annual number of days 
with temperatures above 

100 °F

Despite the projected 
temperature rise, a 30% 

increase in tree shade can 
allow neighborhoods to be 

cooler!

Trees can also increase how 
cool/comfortable you feel on hot days, 

or your body’s “thermal comfort”

.66 (more 
able to 
lower heat)

.03 (less 
able to 
lower heat)

Before added trees:

After adding trees:

Take the Pledge to Plant!

Browse climate-ready 
trees that qualify for the 
Treebate program

Organize a tree planting 
project with your 
community, and donate 
a tree, or two, or three!

Learn about the Let’s 

Plant Albuquerque 

Alliance and take the 

pledge to plant at:  

letsplantabq.org    

Heat Mitigation Index

Based on the current tree canopy cover

Currently, this area 
cannot cool down 

well

But with 
30% more 
trees, this 
area can 
mitigate, 

or lower its 
heat better!


